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Abst rac t - -We present in this paper a three-phase parallel algorithm on the unshtflRe network for 
solving linear recurrences. Through a detailed analysis on the special nmtrix multiplications involved 
in the computation we show that the first n terms of an ruth order linear recurrence can be computed 
in O(m 3 l og~)  time - l ing O(m- - - l~)  processors. For the usual case when m is a small constant, 
the algorithm achieves cost optinmlity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear recurrences form an important class of computational problems which arise in many dif- 
ferent application areas. Some parallel algorithms have been proposed before for solving linear 
recurrences. Stone and Kogge [5,6] first presented a recursive-doubling method to solve recur- 
rences through a tricky divide-and-conquer r formulation of the recurrences into ones which use 
two indices. Based on a depth-width tradeoff in overlaid tree structure, Carlson and Sugls [1,2] 
presented s network containing multiple shuffle-exchange connections to compute the first n 
terms of a first-order linear recurrence in O(n/p) time using O(plogp) processors. Chung, Lin 
and Chen [3,7] presented a three-phase algorithm on the unshuffle network [8] for solving the first- 
and second-order linear recurrences, which reduces the O(n) processors used in [8] to O(n/log n) 
while retaining the time complexity O(log n). 
Consider the ruth-order linear recurrence: 
xl -" ai,lZi-1 -}- ai,2zi-2 -b • • • + ai,mzi-m + hi. (1.1) 
Given a~j, bl, 1 < i < n - 1, 1 _< j _< m, and the initial values z0, Z- l ,  . . . ,  ~i-m, we want to 
compute all the values z~, 1 < i < n - 1. For ease of exposition, we assume that n is a power of 
2, n > m, and n/m is also a power of 2. 
The recurrence in (1.1) can be converted into a first-order ecurrence with the aid of companion 
matrices. Let Zi = [xi, . . .  ,z i -m+l,  1] t and 
= 
l ai,1 ai,2 • •. ai,m-1 ai,m i 0 ... O O 
I . . .  0 0 
• .o  " o 
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which is an (re+l) x (re+l) matrix. We may write (I.I) as Zi = KiZ~-I. Given Z0 and Ki, 1 _< 
i _< n, the problem becomes to compute Zi, I < i < n -  1, because zi equals the first component of 
Zi. That is, our task is to compute all the prefix products of Z,-I (= Kn-IK,~-2... KIZo). Note 
that it takes O(mn) time to compute all Zi sequentially because the companion matrix-vector 
multiplication (CM-V)  KiZi-1 can be completed in O(m) time, due to the special structure of 
the companion matrix Ki. 
When parallel processing is involved, this good computation property of CM-Vs  disappears. 
In the past, the complexity analysis was oversimplified by considering a matrix-matrix or matrix- 
vector multiplication as a one-time step and the parameter m was ignored [5,6]. Based on the 
three-phase algorithm on unshufiie networks [3,7], we present in this paper a parallel algorithm 
for solving general linear recurrences. We shall show sharper complexity results in terms of 
the three parameters n, m and the number of processors used. The performance of a parallel 
algorithm can be measured by Cost = Number of Processors x Execution Time. The minimum 
cost achievable by our algorithm is O(m2n) with O(m s log ~)  execution time and O(m-- i~)  
processors. Usually, m is a small constant in applications. In such a case, our algorithm achieves 
optimal cost (')(n) with O(log n) time and (')(n/log n) processors. 
2. THE UNSHUFFLE NETWORK 
Due to the associativity of multiplication, the three multiplications in Za - KaK2KIKo, where 
K0 - Z0, can be performed in any order. Fig. 2.1 shows a possible computation tree for Za. The 
white nodes in the leftmost stage 0 are used for preparing input data only. The black nodes in 





Figure 2.1. A computation tree of Zs. 
If we combine the computation trees for Zi, 0 < i < 7, an overlaid tree network, as shown 
in Fig. 2.2, is obtained for computing all the prefix products of Zz. For general n, there are 
log n + 1 stages of nodes in the network. If each node is implemented by a processor, the number 
of processors is as large as n(log n + 1), which is going to be reduced to O(m--I~) later. 
The multi-stage unshufl]e network which can be used to simulate the overlaid tree network is 
depicted in Fig. 2.3, where Si,j and Pij, 0 < i < n - 1, 1 ~ j _< logn, are simple devices and 
processors respectively. Let qoql ... qa-x (l = log n) be the binary representation of i. The output 
line of Pij is connected to Sv_lq0el...q,_2j+t to provide the unshui~e data routing mechanism. 
The simple device Sij is capable of producing two copies of its input and sending them to Pid and 
Pi+ij except that the bottom Sn-tj has only one receiver P,-t,j. For tracing the data passing 
in the network, each simple device is labelled by a number inside the parentheses to indicate 
where its data originate. The function of white nodes in a stage of Fig. 2.2 can be controlled 
by a proper masking mechanism in Fig. 2.3. For example, P0,1 in stage 1, which is masked by 
a cross mark, merely transmits data to the next stage; P0,2 and P4,2 in stage 2 are masked also. 
Similarly, in stage 3, P0,s, P2,3, P4,3, P6,3 are masked. 
Since the interconnection patterns between the stages of the multi-stage unshuffle network are 
all identical, we can compress all the stages together to obtain a single-stage unshuffle network as 
shown in Fig. 2.4, which has only n processors. After each iteration of execution, the processors 
feed the intermediate results back to the simple devices as inputs for the next iteration. The 
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Figure 2.2. Overlaid tree network for computing all prefix values of ZT. 
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Figure 2.3. The multi-stage unshuflle network. 
masking on the network at different iterations is exactly what we have described for different 
stages of the multi-stage network. 
3. THE THREE-PHASE ALGORITHM 
In the following, a modified three-phase algorithm is proposed to reduce the number of pro- 
cessors further. We start with an unshufl]e network of k(<_ n) processors with a bidirectional 
connection between each pair of Pi and Si. To each processor Pi attach a local memory, which 
is a linear array of memory blocks Cij ,  0 <_ j <_ n/k  - 1, as depicted in Fig. 3.1 for n = 8 and 
k -4 .  
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Figure 2.4. The single-stage unshuflle network. 
Figure 3.1. The reduced unshuflle network. 
According to the value of mask register Mi resided in Pi, which is set by the masking mecha- 
nism, Pi takes one of the following actions: 
Mi = 0 : Pi sends the contents of its working storage Qi to Si. (Note that if only a one-way 
connection from Si to Pi is allowed, sending data from P~ to Si requires O(logk) 
communication steps.) 
Mi = 1 : Pi receives data from Si and transmits them to Sql_xqoql...ql_ 2, where l = log k. 
Mi = 2: Pi performs the multiplication on its two input data and sends the result to 
Sq~-xqoqlqz-~" 
Mi = 3 : Except P0"which receives input data from So, Pi receives input data from Si-1. The 
routing mechanism is forced to stop and the network goes to another phase of com- 
putation. 
In the three-phase unshuffle network with k processors, the input data Zo, K1, . . . ,  Kn-2, 
Kn-1 are evenly divided into k pipes. Each local memory stores a pipe of data. The first pipe 
Zo, K1, . . . ,  K~:-2, K~:-I is stored in the memory associated with P0. For i > 2, the ith pipe of 
data K~.1~,, K~-t),+a, . . . ,  K~_ I  is stored in the memory associated with Pi-1. Algorithm 3.1 
describes'how the network works. A computation step in the algorithm may contain a matrix- 
matrix or matrix-vector multiplication. 
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ALGORITHM 3.1. 
PHASE 1. (Local prefix computations) 
Each Pi sequentially computes n/k prefix products from its corresponding pipe of data and 
stores them in its local memory. The working storage Qi has the final prefix product computed 
from the pipe of data and sends a copy to the working storage R~ in Si. 
PHASE 2. (Global prefix computations) 
All the processors work together using the unshufl]e routing mechanism for prefix product 
computations. After logk steps, the working storage R~ holds the value Z(i+l),/k, 0 < i < k -  1. 
PHASE 3. (Final adaptations) 
Each Pi except P0 receives the prefix product from Si-1. The n/k prefix products obtained in 
phase 1 are sequentially modified by performing a multiplication with the received prefix product. 
We use Z7 = KTKs... Ko as an example to illustrate the algorithm. Let n = 8 and k = 4. 
Initially, the 8 input data (7 companion matrices and a vector) for Z7 are evenly divided into 4 
pipes, each containing 2 data. The cells C0,0 and C0,1 have the data K0 and K~ respectively. 
The cell C~,j has the data K2~+~ for 1 < i < 3, 0 _< j < 1. We denote the product K~ ... K1 by 
F/d for i>  j_> O. 
Phase 1. 
Each individual P/computes F21,~i and F~i+l,2~ and stores them in its local memory sequen- 
tially. That is, P0 computes all the prefix values of Fl,o; P1 computes all the prefix values of F-%2, 
and so on. The memory block Cid saves F2~+j,2i. After 2 steps in this phase, we have 
and 
~,o=~,6 ,  ~ , I=~,6 ,  
~ ,o=~,4 ,  ~ , I=~,4 ,  
CI,o=~,2, ~,I=~,2, 
~,o=~,o, ~,i=~,o, 
Q~ = F~,e, Q2 = F5,4, Q; = F3,2, Qo = Fl,o. 
Then, for all i, Mi becomes 0 and the contents of Qi are sent to R~. 
Phase 2. 
The global prefix computations are controlled by the unshufl]e routing mechanism. During the 
first iteration, M0 = 1 and Mi - 2 for i = 1,2,3. Once the Pi's complete their multiplications, 
the contents of R4's become 
R3 = FL6 • F5,4 = FL4, 
R2 - Fs,4 • F3,2 "- F5,2, 
R1 = Fs,2 • F1,0 - Fs,0, 
R0 = F1,0. 
During the second iteration, Mi - 2 for all i except i - 0 rood 2 for which Mi - I. Once the 
Pi's complete their multiplication operations again, the contents of R~'s become 
Rs = F~,4 • Fs,o "- FT,0, 
R2 = Fs,~ • F1,0 = Fs,0, 
R1 = Fs,0, 
Ro =FI,o. 
Let k be 2 h. In general, during the jth iteration, 1 _< j < h, Mi = 2 for all i, except i -- 0 rood 
(2 h+l-j) for which Mi = 1. After this phase of computation, R~ saves F2~+l,0, a prefix value. 
Gq4ttq 21:2/3-4t 
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Phase 3. 
During the first step of this phase, Mi - 3 and each P~ except P0 receives input data f~om 
Si-t. The contents of Qi's become 
Q3 = Fs,o, Q2 = Fs,o, Q1 = Fl,o, Q0 = F l ,o .  
The unshuflte routing mechanism is forced to stop and each P~ sequentially modifies the contents 
of C+,j , j  = 0, 1, by performing the multiplication Ci,j • Qi. The final results are 
Cs,o = F6,6 * Fs,o =/ '6 ,o ,  
C2,o = F4,4 * F3,o = F4,o, 
Cl ,o  --~ F2,2 • Fl,o -" F2,o, 
Co,o = F0,0, 
Cs,1 = F7,6 • Fs,o = FT,o, 
C2,1 = F5,4 • Fs,o = Fs,o, 
C1,1 - -  F3,2 1 FI,O =* F3,o, 
C0,1 - F t ,0 .  
4. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM 
In phase 1 of the three-phase algorithm, the good computation property of CM-Vs is reserved 
only in the first data pipe; the multiplications on the other pipes lose the property gradually. For 
the second pipe, it needs (m + 1) time to compute K~+IK~(= K~+I), needs (2rn + 1) time to 
compute K~+2K~+ 1 (= K~+2) , and in general needs i(m + 1) time to compute K~+,K~+i_ 1. 
Similar situations happen to the other pipes. One can also see the gradual change of time 
complexity in the steps of phases 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 4.1. With the three-phase algorithm on k processors, the first n terms of an ruth- 
order linear recurrence can be computed in m2n m s O( -  V- + logk) time when n/k > m and in 
O( -~-  + m ~ log ~)  time when n/k < m. 
PROOF. For simplicity, we write m + 1 as m without affecting the result of the analysis. There 
are two cases to be considered. 
CASE 1. n/k > m. 
Let Tl(m, n, k) be the time to complete the local computations in phase 1, then 
T,(~, n, ~) = im+ (~ - 1 - . .  + i ) . ;  ~ 
\ d=l 
_ 2 . _  r .  ½)) 
_ ,7, (~  (~ + (4.1) 
The first term sums up the time slices for computing the companion matrix-unsaturated matrix 
multiplications (CM-UMs)  until the resultant matrices are saturated. The time needed for the 
remaining computations i  counted in the second term. During these steps, companion matrix- 
saturated matrix multiplications (CM-SMs) are performed. 
Let T~(m, n, k) be the time to complete the global prefix computations in phase 2, then 
T2(m, n, k) = m~(log k - 1) + .+~ 
= m s logk -  m s + m 2 (4.2) 
The first term is the time needed to compute all the SM-SMs. The second term is the time to 
compute a SM-V at the last step. 
Let Ta(m, n, k) be the time to complete the adaptations in phase 3, then 
m_1 ] 
T~(m,.,k) = +., +(~-m+1)m ~ 
\ i----1 / 
=m~( +~-  ). (4.3) 
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The first term sums up the time to compute all the UM-Vs .  The second term is the time for 
computing all the SM-Vs. 
By combining (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we know that the total execution time is 
3 
a o m  ~-'~7~(m,n,k)=m2(~-(~-+ ) )+mSlogk-mS+m2(+-~- -~)  
i=1 
_ .  1TI2B 
= 0(--~---- + rnSlog k). 
CAsE 2. n/k  < m. 
We also try to calculate 7~(m, n, k), i = 1, 2, 3. First, since all the computations in phase 1 are 
CM-UMs,  
TI (m, n, k) = im 
\ i=1 
= """2k(~ - 2). (4.4) 
For phase 2, 
[(]og,.k/.)-I \ 
4 i + mS(log k - log mk 
n 
= ~ ~, -'E" + m s log --m - ms + m2" 
+ 1 - 1) +m 2 
(4.5) 
The first term sums up the time slices for computing the UM-UMs until the resultant matrices 
are saturated. The second term is the time needed to compute the SM-SMs.  The third term is 




= m~(~ + 1), (4.6) 
which is the time needed to compute all the UM-Vs  in phase 3. 
By combining (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), we know that the total execution time is 
s /(ink)2_ i ) 
E Ti ( m , n , k ) = ran .n_  2)+ ran' ~ --ff-- .~ m -~-(~ ~ + m 3 log n _ m3 + m2 
i=I 
2ran 2 2m z m2 mn 
- 3k----- T y +mal°g  n+ ___  m 2k 
=O\  kS +ms log . | 
We may use k = n processors in the network to achieve the minimum execution time T~(m, n, k) 
-" O(m s log n). However, this time complexity can also be met by using fewer processors. 
THEOREM 4.2. For solving rnth-order linear recurrences, the minimum cost achievable by the 
three-phase algorithm is O(m2n) with O(m 3 log ~) execution time and O(m--7~) processors. 
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PROOF. 
From (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), the computation cost for the first case is 
Cost1 = k ~(m,  n, k 
\ i=1  
k 
= 2m2n +km s log ~ + O(km2).  
Let k' = k/4,  then 
Cost1 = 2rn2n + 4k'malog k' + O(k'm2). 
Now we consider the equation: 
clm2n = 4k'mSlogk ~ for some constant C 1. 
13 We can use a bootstrapping technique [4] to choose k = 4k' = O(m---i-~-~, ) to determine the 
minimum value of Cost1 as O(m2n). In addition, the computing time is O(m 3 log ~)  for this 
cs, se. 
From (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), the computation cost for the second case is 
Cost~ = k 7~(m, n, k 
\ i=1  
2 ran 2 2k in  3 mn 
-- 3 k " "3  "-'+kmzl°gn-~'t-rn2km 2 
Let Cost2 = h(m,n,k). Since 0'~(m~n,k)Ok = ~ > 0, h(m,n,k) is a convex function in k. We 
might choose the critical point k - ~ (see Fig. 4.1), which satisfies ~ -- ~/,,(~m I.s ~+ g-m) 
- -  . ~  - -  2m s 1713 n 1712 T + log ~ + = 0, to minimize the value of Cost2. However, the value is illegal 
because the premise says that k > ~.  Therefore, the minimal value of Cost2 is O(nm 2 log -~) 
13 when we choose k -g.13 The time complexity is also O(rn s log g) .  Since the cost is higher than 






~m(-~- -mlog  m-- ~- + 3 "i- -m)  
Figure 4.1. The convex function h. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a three-phase algorithm on the unshufl]e network to solve linear recurrences. 
Because the good computation property of CM-Vs in sequential computation cannot be retained 
in parallel computation, when m is large the optimal cost O(rnn) of the problem is not met 
by our algorithm. The minimum cost achievable by the algorithm is O(m2n) with O(m 2 log ~)  
execution time and O(m- -~,  ) processors. However, for the usual case when m is a small constant, 
the algorithm does achieve the optimal cost O(n) with O(logn) execution time and O(oI~gn) 
processors. 
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